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Welcome to
Dessau-Roßlau
Extraordinary and full of exciting contrasts: in Dessau-Roßlau divine nature
meets multi-faceted culture, princely
buildings meet avant-garde architecture, the philosophy of enlightenment meets technical inventiveness.

Where else can you enjoy culture and
experience nature in such abundance
and in such proximity? All this is possible in Dessau-Roßlau, a city that has
three UNESCO World Heritage Sites
to offer.

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
already praised the Dessau-Wörlitz
Garden Kingdom as „infinitely beautiful“. To this day, its magic remains
unbroken, as does the attraction of
the Bauhaus buildings with which
classical modernism achieved world
fame from Dessau.

Cultural highlights, scenes of eventful history and untouched riverscapes — let yourself be inspired by
the facets of the city and region!

The Bauhaus and its
buildings in Dessau
Dessau is the city with which the Bauhaus is most closely associated.
With the move from Weimar to Dessau in 1925, the Bauhaus in Dessau
was given the unique opportunity to
create optimal working conditions for
an art academy with a new building
designed by Walter Gropius himself.

Bauhaus building ¬ Master‘s Houses ¬ Laubenganghäuser (Houses with balcony
access) ¬ Dessau-Törten Housing Estate ¬ Kornhaus ¬ Historic Employment Office ¬
Konsum Building ¬ Steel House ¬ Bauhaus Museum Dessau

Inaugurated in 1926, the building
became an icon of classical modernism and still embodies this impressively today: straight-lined, modern
and with corners and edges as a total
work of art made of glass, steel and
concrete.

Nowhere else can Bauhaus architecture be experienced in such abundance today: More than 300 original
buildings can be found in the city.
In the new Bauhaus Museum Dessau,
the focus is on exploring the exhibition „Versuchsstätte Bauhaus. The
Collection“ — playful and surprising
for connoisseurs and new discoverers
alike.
Further information on
visitdessau.com

The Dessau-Wörlitz
Garden Kingdom
From Goethe to Prince Charles — the
Garden Kingdom of Dessau-Wörlitz
has enthused visitors for generations.
It was already considered the most
beautiful cultural landscape in Europe
at the time of its creation in the 18th
century. “The whole country is a
garden!” was the motto of Prince
Leopold III Friedrich Franz.

Palace and Park Georgium ¬ Palace and Park Luisium ¬ Palace and Park Mosigkau ¬
Country Garden Großkühnau ¬ Wörlitz Grounds ¬ Sieglitzer Berg ¬ Palace and Park
Oranienbaum ¬ Hunting lodge Haideburg ¬ Historic Cemetery

With the Garden Kingdom “Father
Franz” and his family created a walk-in
landscape painting between Dessau
and Wörlitz.

Designed gardens meet artistic
wild growth, romantic castles and
enchanted temples meet dreamy
forests and natural lakes.
Whether on an extended cycle tour
through the floodplains, a gondola
ride through the canals, a guided
tour through the palaces and parks
or an open-air concert — the Garden
Kingdom never ceases to impress.
Further information on
visitdessau.com

The city history
It is only a few steps from the princely
residence to Bauhaus modernism, to
the largest stage in Saxony-Anhalt or
the Anhalt Picture Gallery with its Old
Masters.
The roots of the Anhalt Theatre Dessau go back over 225 years to its time
as a court theatre. The theatre is also
networked outside the building: with
the Bauhaus, the Kurt Weill Festival,
the Dessau-Wörlitz Garden Kingdom
and many other players.
Anhalt Picture Gallery Dessau ¬ Technology Museum “Hugo Junkers“ Dessau ¬
Kurt Weill Centre ¬ Museum of City History ¬ Moses Mendelssohn Centre ¬
Museum of Natural History and Prehistory ¬ Naval Museum

The city’s museums tell many a story
about Dessau-Roßlau: for example,
the Museum of City History in the
Johannbau, the Technology Museum “Hugo Junkers” Dessau with
its large aircraft exhibition and the
Naval Museum in Roßlau, where not
only technology enthusiasts get their
money’s worth.
This year, after a long restoration, the
Anhalt Picture Gallery Dessau opens
its doors again to reveal masterpieces
by old German and Flemish painters.
Further information on
visitdessau.com

Cultural
variety
in the city

Kurt Weill Festival
Annual music festival in honour of the
Dessau-born composer.

This is Ska-Festival
Europe‘s biggest ska festival attracts big
names and an international audience to
the old walls of Roßlau‘s Water Castle
every year.

Anhalt Theatre Dessau
The five-division house regularly
delights audiences from all parts of Germany with its performances.

Bauhaus Festival ¬ Garden Kingdom
Summer ¬ Theatre at the Water Castle ¬
Theatre Open Air ¬ staging the
bauhaus ¬ Ballet ¬ Music Theatre ¬
Puppet Theatre ¬ Symphony and opera
orchestra

Open Stage
A still young format with varied concerts
and events in Dessau‘s city centre.

Information and dates for all events can
be found on our website
visitdessau.com

Outdoor activities
Already the Bauhaus masters raved
about the romantic river landscapes
between the Mulde and Elbe rivers.
Paul Klee took long walks here every
day. Wassily Kandinsky preferred
to travel by road bike. Perhaps he
encountered Hugo Junkers when
swimming in the “Rehsumpf” or rowing on the Elbe.

Biosphere Reserve Middle Elbe ¬ Dessau Zoo ¬ Nature Park Fläming ¬ Elbe Cycle
Path ¬ European Cycle Path R1 ¬ Fläming Cycle Path ¬ Mulde Cycle Path ¬ Garden
Kingdom Tour “Prince Franz“ ¬ Bauhaus Buildings Cycle Route

Dessau-Roßlau offers active holidaymakers almost unlimited excursion
possibilities. The unspoilt landscapes
of the Middle Elbe Biosphere Reserve can be explored on excursions
along the floodplain paths. Water

hikers will find idyllic moorings directly along the Elbe. The extensive
network of cycle paths invites you to
explore new tours.
Nature paradises and cultural landscapes, palaces and modern architecture are often just a few pedal strokes
away in Dessau-Roßlau and vicinity.
By the way – and just in case there
is a change in weather – taking your
bike with you on the local train traffic
is free of charge in Saxony-Anhalt.
Further information on
visitdessau.com

Travel offers and tips
for your stay
Whether it‘s a short holiday or a short break — here you can enjoy architecture and
culture or experience pure nature.
With our bookable 3-day packages, we offer not only specials for
Bauhaus fans or cycling tourists. All packages include accommodation, a 3-course meal
or picnic, information material and use of all the benefits of the World Heritage Card.
Find out about our offers and prices on visitdessau.com in our service area.
The team of our Tourist Information will be happy to advise you personally and help
you book your individual tour.
We look forward to your visit!

Travel directions
By car
A9 Berlin – München,
Motorway exits Dessau-Ost and Dessau-Süd
A2 Dortmund – Berlin,
Motorway exit Burg
A14 Magdeburg – Dresden,
Motorway exit Calbe
Federal roads B 184, B 185, B 187

By train
bahn.de Train times for trips to and from Dessau and Roßlau. Trains run every hour resp. 30
minutes to main-line stations in Berlin, Magdeburg, Leipzig, Halle, Lutherstadt Wittenberg

By airplane
Leipzig-Halle (60 km) leipzig-halle-airport.de
Berlin (130 km)
berlin-airport.de
Commercial airfield
Dessau (5 km)
flugplatz-dessau.de

By bike
elberadweg.de
Elbe Cycle Path
Europe Cycle Path europaradweg-r1.net
Mulde Cycle Path mulderadweg.de
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Enjoy culture
and nature!
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